Abstract: Conventional discrete return airborne lidar systems, used in the commercial sector for efficient generation of high quality spatial data, have been considered for the past decade to be an ideal choice for various mapping applications. Unlike two-dimensional aerial imagery, the elevation component of airborne lidar data provides the ability to represent vertical structure details with very high precision, which is an advantage for many lidar applications focusing on the analysis of elevated features such as 3D vegetation mapping. However, the use of conventional airborne discrete return lidar systems for some of these applications has often been limited, mostly due to relatively coarse vertical resolution and insufficient number of multiple measurements in vertical domain. For this reason, full waveform airborne sensors providing more detailed representation of target vertical structure have often been considered as a preferable choice in some areas of 3D vegetation mapping application, such as forestry research. This paper presents an overview of the specific features of airborne lidar technology concerning 3D mapping applications, particularly vegetation mapping. Certain key performance characteristics of lidar sensors important for the quality of vegetation mapping are discussed and illustrated by the advanced capabilities of the ALTM-Orion, a new discrete return sensor manufactured by Optech Incorporated. It is demonstrated that advanced discrete return sensors with enhanced 3D mapping capabilities can produce data of enhanced quality, which can represent complex structures of vegetation targets at the level of details equivalent in some aspects to the content of full waveform data. It is also shown that recent advances in conventional airborne lidar technology bear the potential to create a new application niche, where high quality dense point clouds, enhanced by fully recorded intensity for multiple
Introduction
For over two decades airborne lidar technology has been successfully used for various 3D mapping applications including vegetation and forestry research. One of the first attempts to use airborne lidar for vegetation mapping was reported by the Canadian Forestry Service, which demonstrated the applicability of profiling airborne lidar for the estimation of height and density of the forest canopy and the ground elevation underneath [1] . This and numerous subsequent studies showed that lidar measurements of vegetation canopy can be used to characterize vegetation vertical structure and derive various physical attributes used for academic research, environmental studies and natural resources management programs [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Early tests in the lidar mapping of complex vegetation and forest targets were done using non-commercial, custom-made lidar systems. Meanwhile, the mainstream of commercial lidar sector had been focused on -two-dimensional‖ topographic mapping, which means that only a single measurement in range domain is required to create lidar-derived surface elevation maps. It is for this reason the lidar sensors developed for commercialized topographic mapping applications are often referred as -conventional‖ in contrast with the early custom-built full waveform sensors with primary application focus on 3D vegetation mapping for research purposes. Early commercial lidar systems had the ability to capture only two discrete returns for each emitted laser pulse [7] . This feature, though seemingly modest compared with today's advanced lidar systems, provided enriched information for new applications with some elements of 3D data analysis such as feature extraction in forested [8] or urban areas [9] . With further development of conventional lidar technology, more advanced sensors capable of capturing up to four range and four or three intensity returns became commercially available (such as ALTM series of Optech Incorporated, ALS series of Leica Geosystems) that created more application niches of 3D data analysis including flood modeling, classification of bare-earth ground versus elevated features, vegetation-removal, certain feature extraction, power line modeling [10] [11] [12] [13] . In particular, sensors with multiple-return capabilities have proven to be very efficient among different remote sensing techniques to characterize the ground topography as well as forest structure [14, 15] . Numerous studies on vegetation mapping applications based on the use of conventional lidar systems have been reported [15, 16] .
However, due to the limited number of measurements in vertical domain provided by conventional sensors, and complexity of the vertical structure of vegetation targets, full waveform technology with unlimited number of measurements per every emitted laser pulse has often been perceived as a preferable choice for some 3D vegetation mapping applications [14, 16] . The following section gives an overview on advantages and limitations of using both types of sensors for 3D vegetation mapping focusing on specific sensor characteristics important for this application.
Background

Discrete Return and Full Waveform Systems
Lidar sensors currently used for 3D vegetation mapping and forestry research can be categorized as either discrete return (DR) or full waveform (FW) systems [16, 17] . They differ from one another mainly with respect to the range measurement method, which implies significant differences in sensor hardware design. On the application side, it results in distinctively different number of range measurements recorded for each emitted laser pulse and subsequent substantial differences in data processing and analysis tools. As a result, the data collected by DR and FW sensors representing the same 3D vegetation target may look dramatically different [17] .
Most commercially available DR sensors allow for a few, typically four, multiple returns to be recorded for each emitted laser pulse. A FW lidar measures the full profile of a return signal by sampling it in fixed time intervals, typically 1 ns (equivalent to 15 cm sampling distance), with theoretically unlimited number of measurements per every emitted pulse. Practically, the number of recorded measurements is determined by several factors including sensor hardware and data flow design and may be limited by a number from a few tens to a few hundreds of measurements. This provides a quasi-continuous recording of the reflected energy for each emitted laser pulse. It is often perceived to create a -true‖ profile representing the vegetation canopy structure [16] as opposed to DR sensor measurements providing only up to four records typically separated by a few meter distances (Section 2.2). However, due to the limited capabilities of processing and analysis software for FW data, more data does not always translate into more or better information for data interpretation [17] .
The information content of the returned laser signal also depends on characteristics of the horizontal illuminated area (laser footprint) [16] . The most common commercial sensors are small-footprint systems, either DR or FW sensors. Some manufacturers offer sensors capable of both operational modes: the main DR sensor and an optional FW unit, which may or may not be used during data collection missions [17] .
Each data collection mode, either FW or DR, has distinct advantages and disadvantages that vary depending upon the applications [16] . Most commercial DR systems can provide extremely high ground point density. This enables the high-resolution representation of complex targets in the horizontal plane with a somewhat coarsely resolved elevation structure. These characteristics make DR sensors a perfect choice for -two-dimensional‖ topographic mapping. However, the coarse resolution of measurements in vertical domain-typically a few meters-has often limited the use of conventional lidar sensors for some 3D mapping applications, particularly for analysis of vegetation canopies [16] . On the other hand, FW technology has often been considered as the preferable choice for most comprehensive characterization of vegetation canopy [16, 18] . It has been demonstrated that FW data provide a more complete and accurate assessment of the vegetation canopy and potential obstruction detection than DR data [19] . Moreover, FW data capture gives the user much more flexibility and control in the data processing and interpretation steps [20] . However, dealing with FW datasets takes lidar data handling to a drastically higher level of complexity compared with conventional DR point cloud data. First, the volume of FW data is overwhelming [20, 21] . Moreover, there are neither commercial nor open-source toolkits to handle FW lidar data, but only custom-made solutions typically designed for specific sensors [22] . Therefore, handling, interpretation and analysis of full-waveform lidar data is a complicated and expensive task. This often limits the commercial use of FW data. It also delayed the full commercialization of FW technology, which only recently began emerging to the commercial sector [23, 24] .
However, the rich content of FW data acquired at a high sampling rate, which is important for analysis of complex 3D targets, has limited value for broad area topographic mapping where only a few discrete returns are needed to create a digital elevation map. That is why the main application focus of FW technology remains in forestry and vegetation research and it remains unclear if it might be useful outside these applications [25] .
Vertical Target Discrimination Distance
As mentioned above, the number of multiple returns in a DR sensor, as well as the sampling rate of a FW sensor, is not the only factor to determine the information content of lidar data comprising complex 3D targets. Since the recorded signal represents a convolution of the sensor waveform and the backscattering cross-section of the illuminated target [26] , the emitted laser pulse characteristics and sensor receiver design have a big impact on the lidar data comprising complex targets irrespective of the sensor operational mode, either FW or DR. There are numerous studies on FW data analysis based on filtering and decomposition of recorded profiles with the purpose of eliminating data interpretation errors due to influence of the sensor waveform [26] [27] [28] . However, the effect of DR sensor waveform on the data comprising complex vertical targets is often overlooked, which may result in misinterpretation of DR data. Particularly, the DR sensor waveform determines the range measurement resolution, which is one of the most important characteristics determining the information content of DR data comprising complex vertical targets.
In most commercial DR lidar systems, the range measurement resolution is about 2.0-3.5 m, which produces gaps in the measurements along the sensor line of sight. These gaps are often referred to as -dead zones‖, which means that the sensor receiver is not capable of detecting the next consecutive range return within certain time interval after the previous measurement is taken. The equivalent length of the -dead zone‖ in time domain is one of the internal characteristics of DR sensor and determined solely by the hardware design, mainly through characteristics of the emitted laser pulse and receiver electronics, i.e., sensor waveform. On the practical side this parameter translates to the minimum vertical target discrimination distance. It means that 3D structure details separated by any distance less than this minimum cannot be resolved by consecutive range measurements along the sensor line of sight irrespective of physical properties of illuminated targets. That's why it could be characterized empirically as minimal distance between consecutive DR returns for each emitted laser pulse (minimal pulse separation distance).
Until recently, minimal vertical target discrimination distances were not specified in the data sheets of most commercial lidar systems. This situation created some misunderstanding in the lidar community while some users expected to get multiple returns from vegetation without considering this parameter. Not accounting for the coarse resolution of range measurements may also lead to gross systematic errors caused by faulty interpolation.
With FW sensors, the high measurement sampling rate is often misinterpreted as the sensor capability to resolve vertical details with high resolution. However, for FW sensors, as well as for DR, vertical target resolution capability could be estimated through the emitted laser pulse width [24] and it is practically unrelated to the range measurement sampling rate. Very complicated decomposition algorithms applied to FW data may help to go beyond the vertical resolution limit of the lidar sensor [27] . It has been reported [28] that specially developed filtering algorithms applied to FW data recorded in a specially designed experiment with the use of emitted laser pulses of different characteristics resulted in distinguishing target features with a step smaller than ten times of the pulse length. In some particular cases special analysis techniques applied to repetitive observations of the same target over different time periods may help to detect small changes in vertical structure on a much smaller scale than even the sampling rate [29] . However, since the methods of FW data analysis which help to go beyond the sensor vertical resolution limit have not been commercialized, the mainstream of commercial lidar sector relies mostly on DR data and commercially available data analysis tools. That is why the capability of DR sensors to resolve vertical structure details is one of the key factors important for 3D vegetation mapping in the commercial lidar sector.
The following sections present an overview on the evolution of certain features of DR airborne lidar technology relevant to 3D mapping applications using the ALTM series of airborne sensors manufactured by Optech Incorporated as an example. The recent study on advanced capabilities of the ALTM-Orion, a new-generation DR airborne sensor, is presented and discussed in the context of 3D vegetation mapping applications.
Enhancing Capabilities of DR Technology for 3D Vegetation Mapping
Early commercial airborne lidar systems, such as Optech's ALTM 1020, 1210 and 1225 models manufactured between 1993 and 1998, had the ability to capture only two returns for each emitted laser pulse. These models were used mainly for topographic mapping applications with limited use for 3D analysis. With further evolution of this technology, more advanced ALTM models capable of capturing four range and four intensity returns became commercially available (such as ALTM 3100 and Gemini introduced to the commercial lidar sector between 2004 and 2006). Although most ALTM models can be integrated with a FW unit, the following discussion is focused only on the DR sensors and its features relevant to 3D vegetation mapping. Figure 1 (a,b) shows typical examples of multiple return vegetation data of two ALTM systems, 3100 and Gemini, which represent the most advanced models of the previous-generation ALTM series. Although in both selected examples the minimal pulse return separation distances are relatively small, 1.5-2.2 m, it is apparent that only four discrete returns with a few-meter separation between them cannot represent the vertical structure of vegetation properly. It was one of the reasons that until recently FW sensors have often been the preferable choice for some vegetation mapping applications, such as forestry research. However, the recent advances in DR lidar technology represented by a new generation ALTM model, ALTM-Orion, may change some aspects of this situation. The ALTM-Orion represents a radical departure from previous generations of airborne lidar sensors. First, the physical form factor-size and weight-has been reduced by a whole order, making the ALTM-Orion the first ultra-compact complete lidar solution with an optional UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) configuration [30] . Second, it has been shown [31] that the performance characteristics of the ALTM-Orion include a few centimeter data elevation accuracy and precision for solid targets, as well as for the data comprising small-size linear targets such as wires in power line corridors. In addition, the new advanced design of the sensor transmitter and receiver hardware enabled to reduce the minimal vertical target discrimination distance to sub-meter level, which has never been available before in any commercial DR airborne lidar. In order to evaluate the performance and characterize the enhanced capabilities of ALTM-Orion important for 3D vegetation mapping application, Optech Incorporated has launched a series of studies presented below.
Objectives and Methodology
For the purpose of this study we selected several datasets collected by ALTM-Orion at 500 m flying altitude over different types of vegetation targets. The ground point density was about 12 ppm 2 ; the laser pulse repetition frequency (equal to data collection rate) was kept at the maximum of 200 kHz for all datasets. This study is based on the data collected over three areas of vegetation: a cornfield with an average height 2.2-2.8 m and two nearby mixed forested areas with an average height of 6-7 m on one side of the cornfield and 20-22 m on the other side. For the purpose of this study these datasets will be referred in this paper as low-, medium-and high-canopy vegetation data. All datasets were collected by the same ALTM-Orion system during the same data collection mission. The objectives of this study include:
1. Empirical evaluation of the minimum vertical target discrimination distance for ALTM-Orion data using statistical analysis of the field data collected over selected types of vegetation targets. In order to achieve the aims of 1-3, several datasets of processed ALTM data were analyzed using basic statistical tools, while lidar software visualization tools, such as Terrascan, were used for verification and illustration of the results. The approach used for the return waveform modeling based on analysis of DR data as well as some preliminary results and discussion, are presented in Section 4 describing the second part of this study.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2(a) shows an example of ALTM Orion data collected over 6 m high vegetation illustrating four multiple returns for one emitted laser shot with the minimum pulse return separation distance of 73 cm. Figure 2(b) shows a similar sample record of three consecutive returns with sub-meter separation distances in the cornfield data with average height in that location of 2.6 m. It is quite remarkable that in spite of such a small height and high density of the crop, the ALTM Orion was still capable to detect three consecutive returns with the last one showing strong intensity representing the ground return. 
((a) (b)
In order to determine the minimal vertical target discrimination distance achievable by ALTM-Orion, the multiple return data collected over the entire cornfield were statistically analyzed in three randomly selected samples. Table 1 presents a statistical summary of average and minimum pulse separation distances in multiple returns for these samples. This summary clearly indicates that the minimal pulse return separation distances of ALTM-Orion consistently fall within 0.64-0.67 m interval for all multiple returns. It also shows that there was no single incidence of four-return record in all three samples of the cornfield data. This observation, which may seem to be obvious, is in fact a clear indication that the number of multiple returns in vegetation data is determined by the ratio between the vegetation height and minimum vertical target discrimination capability of the lidar sensor.
Comparing the variations in average pulse return separation distances with changes in the total cornfield height from sample to sample, one can also conclude that the second return R2 may be an indicator of a change in the cornfield vertical structure while the last return R3 clearly indicates the ground return. This is confirmed by the example of a three-return record presented in Figure 2 (b), which also shows that the second return, if detected from the middle if the cornfield mass, would have the lowest intensity. All of this makes it possible to map the vertical structure of the cornfield based solely on the information derived directly from discrete return data. Figure 3 shows color-coded representation of the cornfield vertical structure derived directly from the processed DR data showing variations in density and height of the cornfield stalks, which could be used to for further characterization of the surveyed cornfield. This example shows that the enhanced capability of the ALTM-Orion to generate spatial data so rich in content enables the users to take DR data analysis to a different level with quantitative characterization of various attributes of this type of vegetation (height, structure, etc.). Table 2 shows a similar statistical summary for minimal and average pulse return separation distances for the other datasets collected over mixed vegetation with average height of 6-7 m and 20-22 m. Comparing these results with those ones presented in Table 1 , it is evident that the minimum pulse return separation distances are not affected by the vegetation height and type and still fall mostly within the same range 0.6-0.7 m. This indicates that this parameter does represent the system capabilities rather than vegetation characteristics. On the other hand, average pulse separation distances, and more significantly, number of multiple returns, are affected by the vegetation height and type. This fact demonstrates that the resolution of the range measurements of a lidar system determines the number of multiple returns over a vertical target, if a few discrete returns are covering the full vertical extent of that target. In order to correlate the vegetation height and the number of multiple returns, we ran another type of statistical analysis for the mixed forest data. Table 3 presents the percentage of each multiple return in the same randomly selected samples of the vegetation data. First of all, this analysis confirms the correlation of the number of multiple returns with the vegetation height, which was evident from the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 : there are no fourth returns in the cornfield data, while the system can consistently detect four returns from the vegetation of 6 m height or more while operating at the same altitude with the same data collection parameters during the same mission. Second, the numbers in Table 3 show that even small variations in the vegetation height affect the number of the last returns and the distribution of multiple returns within each data sample: the taller the vegetation canopy, the more third and fourth returns are detected. Moreover, small variations the vegetation height (Samples 2 and 3, Table 3 ) are significant enough to affect the distribution of the last returns.
In order to emphasize the significance of the advanced capabilities of the new-generation DR lidar for 3D vegetation mapping, the data collected by this system were compared to the vegetation data collected by the previous model of ALTM, Gemini. Some of the results of this comparison are presented below. Figure 4 (a,b) shows a descriptive illustration of the difference, which makes sub-meter vertical target resolution for 3D vegetation data collected by a DR lidar. It represents the images of vegetation data collected by ALTM-Gemini and Orion systems over the same area around the same time of the year; the average canopy height is 15-17 m in both datasets. Both systems operated at the same laser pulse repletion frequency (equal to data collection rate) of 100 kHz, and at an altitude close to 1 km, which produced similar ground point density of 1.5-2.0 ppm 2 for both datasets. 
(a) (b)
This example clearly shows the advantage of the ALTM Orion's much smaller vertical target discrimination distance, which produces a better representation of the vegetation canopy structure as substantially more multiple returns are detected from the lower layers of vegetation. It is also important to note that there is virtually no gap between the ground and the low canopy returns in ALTM-Orion data that are often seen in similar images produced from data collected by other lidar sensors. Table 4 represents a statistical summary similar to Table 3 for the data collected by ALTM-Gemini over the same type of vegetation of different height from 1-km flying altitude, and producing ground point density 1.5-2.0 ppm 2 . The range measurement resolution of this sensor, determined by the system hardware design, depends on the sequential number of the multiple returns and varies within 1.5-2.5 m [32] . Based on the distribution of the multiple returns in this case, one can conclude that for a tall vegetation canopy of 22-27 m, all four discrete returns are recorded, including the last one from the ground beneath the vegetation canopy; the percentage of third and fourth returns is substantial. However, for low-canopy vegetation of 6-7 m, the system cannot detect all four returns because of the 2.5 m minimal vertical target discrimination limit. The percentages of third and fourth returns for these samples are negligible as the system cannot resolve any two targets in vertical domain within a distance less than 2.5 m for the last two returns. The analysis presented above for two different ALTM models and for various types and height of vegetation indicates that for DR lidar systems the number of returns from the vegetation canopy are often limited not only by the density of vegetation, but also by the vertical target discrimination distance. That is why some of the observations of low percentages in third and fourth returns from vegetation [16] might have been the result of the system's limited ability to resolve vertical vegetation structure, rather than the characteristic of an -optimal number‖ of echoes per pulse in a DR lidar being limited to three or another number. The examples shown indicate that the same DR sensor with coarser vertical target discrimination capabilities can detect a substantial percentage of returns as third and fourth echoes for tall vegetation, but cannot do the same for low-or medium-height vegetation because of limited resolution in consecutive discrete return measurements in the vertical domain. On the other hand, the new-generation DR sensor can consistently detect three returns from 2.5 m high crop and four returns over 6 m high vegetation with substantial numbers of multiple returns from the lower layers of the canopies as well as ground returns. Figure 5 summarizes the evolution of vertical target discrimination capabilities in ALTM series of airborne sensors. It shows a clear trend towards a sub-meter scale of vertical target discrimination distance, which is achieving 60 cm values in the new-generation DR sensors. It could be considered as a new level of capability of airborne DR technology to -sample‖ vertical structure of vegetation targets on the scale approaching the typical sampling interval, 15 cm, provided by FW technology. Although the technology of this -sampling‖ is different for DR and FW sensors, the dramatic improvement in vertical target discrimination capabilities of new-generation DR sensors may indicate a trend towards potential fusion of both types of lidar technology on the application side of 3D mapping. Moreover, it will be shown in the next section that by combining the information from range and intensity data collected by an advanced DR sensor, a simplified waveform analysis can potentially be applied to DR data in a way that is similar to that of FW data. Then the similarity in data analysis tools may also become another factor bridging some application niches of both types of lidar technology. Summarizing this part of the study, it is important to note that the analysis presented above has been designed for the ultimate purpose of evaluation and demonstration of the advanced capabilities of the new generation DR airborne sensors relevant to 3D vegetation mapping. Although it provides insight on the potential use of DR data of enhanced quality for forestry, agricultural and environmental applications, scientific research on the properties and attributes of vegetation targets are out of scope of this paper.
The next section represents the second part of the study, which investigates the potential of applying simplified waveform modeling to discrete return data in a similar way to that of full waveform data.
Waveform Modeling for DR Data
The simplified waveform modeling of discrete multiple returns presented below is based on the approach similar to those used for full waveform data analysis, where extracted relevant signal peaks were modeled as analytical functions, typically, Gaussian [14, 24] . Since the discrete return data used in our analysis represent the peaks of partial signal returns, we assumed that the entire reflected laser pulse energy could be decomposed into a sum of the components, while each one would be represented by a single discrete return:
Here n = 4 for four returns or 3 for three returns. For modeling of each function f i in our analysis we used only a simple three-parametric Gaussian for all partial return for all vegetation types: Figure 6 shows a graphic representation of our approach, where each discrete return is interpreted as a peak of a simple Gaussian (2) so that the amplitude of each Gaussian, a i , was proportional to the recorded intensity values of each discrete return i, while the entire reflected laser pulse energy (blue Gaussian curve) represents the sum of all four DR components (1). The relative distances between the discrete returns were used for the µ i parameter to determine the center position of each peak. The Gaussian pulse width, δ i , was the fitting parameter, which was first estimated based on the system hardware parameters (laser pulse width, receiver bandwidth) and after that adjusted through the modeling described below. This step in the described methodology is based on the fact that the echoes reflected from different type of targets represent the convolution of the functions of the emitted laser pulse waveform, system receiver bandwidth and scattering properties of the targets [24, 26] . In our simplified approach, we assumed that each one of the partial returns including ground and canopy returns could be approximated by simple three-parametric symmetrical Gaussian (2) function. Then the pulse widths, amplitudes and positions of the modeled Gaussians for each discrete return would fully determine the waveform of the modeled signal profile over the vertical extent of the target.
Furthermore, we assumed that the superposition (1) of all four (or three) simple Gaussian functions representing the waveforms of the discrete partial returns would represent the total optical receiver power P r , which connected to the transmitted optical power P t and can be modeled through the lidar equation [33] . Considering partial signal returns P i , the intensity (peak power) of each Gaussian pulse was modeled using the lidar equation in the form derived by Jelalian [34] Here:
P i is the received signal power for i-return P t is the transmitted laser pulse power D r is the diameter of the lidar receiver aperture Q is the optical efficiency of the lidar system   is the laser beam divergence T atm is the atmospheric transmittance factor R i is the range from the sensor to i-target  i is the effective backscattering cross-section of i-target
Here the reflective properties of each target for each partial return P i are described by the backscattering cross-section  i , which is proportional to the i-target reflectance  i and the i-fraction of the total received power P r in each return:
Here A i is the area of the target illuminated by the i-fraction of the laser footprint, which created the discrete return f i and k i is the fitting parameter, characterizing scattering properties of i-target, which could be derived using redundant measurements. An approach similar in some aspects to this one was applied to the analysis of full waveform data by Wagner and co-authors [24, 35, 36] .
Based on the approach described by Equations (1-4), and using the known characteristics of the ALTM-Orion hardware (emitted laser pulse characteristics, parameters of the receiver electronics and optics), it was possible to model the total return optical power P r through the lidar equation for a single laser shot. Since P r was assumed to be a superposition of all four (or three) partial returns P i with a simple Gaussian waveform, and knowing the intensities for each discrete return, it was possible to model the amplitudes a i and pulse widths δ i of each discrete return for the selected laser shots so that the sum of the return pulse energies of all partial returns P i would represent the pulse energy of the total return P r . Figure 7 illustrates the results of the Gaussian waveform modeling for the samples of multiple returns of the vegetation data presented earlier in Figure 2 .
For such a consistent target as cornfield (Figure 7(b) ) it also seemed to be possible to estimate the effective reflectivity of the cornfield stalks through the Gaussian modeling of the corn and ground returns. The blue dashed line in this figure represents the theoretical sum return that encompasses two returns from vegetation, corn stalks, as opposed to the ground return with different reflective properties. The histogram analysis of the intensity data consisting only of the same number of returns (one, two or three returns) and reflected from the same type of target (corn as opposed to the ground) showed consistent quasi-normal distribution of intensity values over sampled datasets. This work is still in progress and requires more detailed analysis, but the preliminary results partly presented here demonstrate a new potential of DR data analysis, which could potentially bridge the data analysis tools used for both types of lidar technology. 
(a) (b)
The discrete return data analysis described above resembles, in many aspects, and relies on, the methodologies applied to full waveform data analysis and reported by leading experts in the field (Wagner, Jutzi, Chauve and Bretar and their co-authors quoted earlier in this paper) and might be used in applications similar to those which up to date have been considered as belonging solely to full waveform technology. Moreover, since the simple Gaussian function used in this type of analysis is fully determined by the three parameters derived on the basis of single range and single intensity measurements for each discrete return, it appears that in some cases oversampling of the return signal profile with 1 ns (15 cm) interval may not add more details to the recorded profile of the vertical target. This conclusion is valid mostly for those cases when a few discrete returns separated by minimal vertical target discrimination distance of the lidar sensor are covering the full vertical extend of a consistent 3D target. By comparing the examples of ALTM-Orion data ( Figure 2 ) and the corresponding modeled waveforms (Figure 7 ) with the real FW data with 1 ns sampling rate collected over similar vegetation targets by a FW airborne sensor [36] , one can conclude that DR data of enhanced quality can represent vertical structure of these types of vegetation at the level of details equivalent to or even better than that of full waveform data.
This can be considered a potential fusion of two types of airborne lidar technologies on the application side of 3D vegetation mapping. Not only the level of details representing the vertical structure of vegetation provided by advanced DR sensors can be equivalent to that one provided by FW sensors, but also similar approaches could be used for the analysis of both types of data. However, full waveform technology will continue to be essential and irreplaceable for those applications, where the reflected pulse echoes are expected to have significantly different characteristics, comparing to the emitted pulse due to the interactions between the laser beam and complex targets [26] , especially if the interception geometry results in large angles of incidence [37, 38] . In these cases, the high sampling rate of the FW data would provide a much more reliable input for modeling waveforms and it may also help to resolve vertical targets on the scale beyond sensor range measurement resolution by applying special data analysis and processing algorithms.
Full waveform technology will also remain a preferable choice for 3D vegetation mapping that requires the analysis of tall vegetation canopies (e.g., mature forest), as long as the number of multiple discrete returns provided by advanced DR lidar systems is limited by four. In these cases only four multiple discrete returns would leave wide gaps in the modeled vertical canopy profile. However, with further development of DR and data handling technologies, when more than four discrete returns are supported by both the lidar system hardware and the format of output data, it may become possible for the DR and FW approach to give similar results in terms of representing 3D vegetation structure details for some applications. Then it may become possible to develop new automated data analysis tools for 3D vegetation mapping bridging the academic research based on full waveform data analysis with the workflow practices for discrete return data established in the commercial sector of lidar industry.
Conclusions
For the last two decades, the use of airborne lidar technology in certain 3D vegetation mapping applications has often been based on analysis of the canopy profiles recorded by full waveform sensors. The use of discrete return sensors for detailed representation on vertical vegetation structure has been limited because of the coarse resolution of range measurements. The evolution of discrete return lidar technology has achieved a new level of capabilities that approach those of full waveform technology in representing 3D vegetation structure. The substantial reduction in vertical target discrimination distance of new generation discrete return sensors may indicate a trend towards potential bridging of both types of lidar technology on the application side of 3D vegetation mapping. The trade-off between the high complexity and costs associated with full waveform data handling and analysis on the one hand, and discrete return data of enhanced quality on the other hand, has the potential to create a new application niche in the lidar industry with possible fusion of data analysis tools for both types of lidar data. In this niche, high-quality dense discrete return point clouds, with fully recorded intensity information for each of the multiple returns, may provide sufficient information for automated modeling, analysis and quantitative characterization of 3D vegetation structure for a variety of applications.
